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The mesmerizing land of India is endowed with amazing tourism options that draw the attention of
tourists coming form from all over the world. Choosing India tours is always filled with lots fun. There
are many things to enjoy in India like Beach tourism, hill station tourism, wildlife tourism, heritage
tourism, monsoon tourism, medical tourism, village tourism, backwater tourism, adventure tourism
and many more. These are some of the most preferred tourism options of the country. Though there
are many other tourism options but some of the sites never fail to steal the heart of travelers. There
is something for every tourist. India is a perfect destination for family vacation, adventure holidays,
natural lovers, wildlife lovers, honeymooners, travelers, researchers, holiday makers and the rest.
Tourists, who are fond of traveling around hill stations, should opt for hill station tour package.

India is the hub of more than a few tourist spots which are dotted with natural beauty as well as
historical places for enjying with India tour packages. Some of the best known tourist places of India
are beaches, hill stations, temples, historical places and wildlife spots. Among all the tourist places,
hill stations of India are most renowned and significant places. Here visitors get chance to explore
the best hill stations at various destinations of India. The prime sites are Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Uttaranchal, Tamil Nadu, Kerala and many more. Visitors can explore these places by
taking the advantage of Hill stations tours packages with a great comfort.

The hill stations of India are the soothing places as this country is rich having numerous delightful
hill stations such as Shimla, Ooty, Kullu-Manali, Darjeeling, Ladhak, Nainital and many others. If you
start a trip to India and choose hill station tour, you will get enchanted on exploring the char of sky
kissing hills and green valleys around the hill stations of the country.

Some of the best offered hill stations tour packages of India are as follows:

â€¢	Tamilnadu Hill Stations

â€¢	Ooty hill station

â€¢	Kodaikanal hill station

â€¢	Coonoor hill station

The brief description of these places is further that can be visited with India tour. Tamilnadu Hill is
well known state of South India. This state is home to many good-looking hill stations that are rich in
natural beauty and lovely landscapes of greenery.

The main attractions of Ooty hill station are Ooty Lake, Green hills, Botanical Gardens, Dodabetta
Peak, Madumalai Wildlife Sanctuary and the like. These are famous sites of Ooty.

Kodaikanal hill station is situated Near at Palani hills. This place is also known as "Gift of the
Forest". It was established As A refugee camp in 1845. As the main attractions of this place are
Kodai Lake, Pillar Rocks, Boat Club, Dolphin's nose, Berijam Lake, Silver Cascade and some others.
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